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Introduction
McNabney Marsh is located just east of the City of Martinez in unincorporated Contra Costa County,
California (Figure 1 and Figure 2). The approximately 138‐acre study area is dominated by open water
and brackish marsh, rimmed by uplands, and is bounded by Waterfront Road to the north, Interstate
680 to the west, Arthur Road to the south, and Waterbird Regional Preserve to the east. Surrounding
lands are comprised of industrial, transportation, residential, and open space land uses. Industrial land
uses include oil refineries, an auto salvage yard, a tree service yard, a concrete plant, and municipal
waste disposal. Transportation land uses include Interstate Highway 680, Contra Costa County’s
Waterfront Road and Waterbird Way, and the Union Pacific Rail Road. Residential land includes the Vine
Hill neighborhood. The Martinez Gun Club, Waterbird Regional Preserve, and the Martinez Regional
Shoreline Park constitute surrounding open space and recreational lands.
Presently, the marsh is jointly owned by the Mt. View Sanitary District (MVSD) and the East Bay Regional
Park District (EBRPD) with an agreement that gives MVSD full responsibility for its management. In the
past, the marsh has been jointly managed by MVSD, EBRPD, the Contra Costa County Mosquito and
Vector Control District, and the California Department of Fish and Wildlife.
MVSD provides wastewater collection, treatment, and reclaimed water for a portion of the City of
Martinez and unincorporated Contra Costa County. In lieu of disposing of treated wastewater into the
bay via a deep water outfall, MVSD reclaims the water which is used to create and maintain Moorhen
Marsh, located on the west side of I‐680, as beneficial habitat for a variety of plant and animal species.
Moorhen Marsh drains to Peyton Slough and into McNabney Marsh located on the east side of I‐680.
MVSD manages both marshes to maximize habitat value.
In March 2015, MVSD solicited proposals to provide an assessment of current conditions within
McNabney Marsh, a management plan with goals and objectives for both short‐term and long‐term
management of the site, and an assessment of possible conditions expected within McNabney Marsh
following replacement of an existing Union Pacific Rail Road structure over Peyton Slough as it enters
McNabney Marsh. Ducks Unlimited was selected to perform these services on behalf of MVSD.
This Report documents the physical, chemical, and biological conditions in McNabney Marsh, based on
multiple site visits made in summer and fall of 2015 and on prior studies of the site, as appropriate. It
will be used to inform development of the McNabney Marsh Management Plan, and will provide
baseline conditions against which future changes and management alternatives will be measured.
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Figure 1. Vicinity Map

Figure 2. Site Map
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Site Background and History
McNabney Marsh was historically a brackish tidal marsh, which was subjected to a number of land use
changes following diking in the late 1800s (Figure 3). The relatively steep topography of the adjacent
hills and distance from the Carquinez Strait likely muted the tides in the marsh, relative to the open bay.

Figure 3. Marsh timeline
A major railroad was constructed separating McNabney Marsh from the bay in the 1880s. Hydrology of
the site was further altered by construction of roads, dikes, and mosquito abatement ditches. As a
result, the site was converted to upland rangelands for close to 100 years. In 1984 MVSD purchased 22
acres of land as a discharge for their effluent. This was the birth of MVSD’s involvement in McNabney
Marsh. To meet changing dilution requirements, McNabney was expanded and expanded again to its
current acreage. Supplied by MVSD’s freshwater discharge of up to 2 million gallons per day (MGD)1,
McNabney effectively functioned as a freshwater marsh that supported many species of nesting birds,
other wildlife, and plants. Though some residual salts in the soils may have persisted, the vegetation
community was characterized by freshwater vegetation.
In 1988 a leaking oil tank on the Shell Martinez Refinery property, located west of Highway 680 and
adjacent to MVSD property (see Figure 7), spilled an estimated 400,000 gallons of heavy crude. Oil filled
present‐day McNabney Marsh to a depth of four inches and flowed into the Carquinez Strait, Suisun
Bay, and San Pablo Bay. Many federal, state, and local agency personnel, oil company representatives,
cleanup contractors, scientists, and others responded to the spill. After the cleanup was concluded, all
the federal, state, and local agencies combined their interests into a consolidated claim. Shell settled
this claim and one of the results was the acquisition of the EBRPD portion of McNabney and adjacent
uplands. (Shell Oil Spill Litigation Settlement Trustee Committee, 2001)
The oil spill remediation effort, the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board‐ordered
clean up of Peyton Slough, and the Baylands Ecosystem Habitat Goals Report (1999) galvanized
momentum to restore brackish conditions to McNabney Marsh. In 2009, the Peyton Slough Remediation
Project was completed by Ecoservices. This project re‐introduced tidal flows to McNabney Marsh
through a new tide gate structure, which is managed by Ecoservices. The re‐introduction of brackish
water into the system ushered in yet another change in habitat, with resulting shifts in plant and wildlife
species presence, abundance, and distribution. Under current tide gate operations, McNabney marsh is
1

2 MGD is the permitted discharge flow, average flow is 1.3 MGD.
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a managed brackish marsh with a relatively stable water surface elevation relative to marshes subject to
tidal action. Figure 3 provides a timeline for the evolution of McNabney Marsh.
The McNabney Marsh shoreline has changed substantially since the 1860s as infrastructure and houses
were constructed near the McNabney Marsh. Historical changes of the site have been documented
utilizing historic charts, maps, and aerial photos of the marsh (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Historic Maps

  
 

Topography
McNabney Marsh topography was surveyed by Leptien, Cronin, Cooper, Morris & Poore, Inc. in 2004
utilizing aerial photogrammetry. Ducks Unlimited performed Trimble RTK GPS surveys of the site in
September 2015 and utilized this information to ground truth the previous surveys and fill in data gaps.
The horizontal and vertical datum of the project site is feet NAD83 and feet NGVD29, respectively. While
the horizontal NAD83 datum is considered contemporary, the vertical NGVD29 datum is somewhat
dated and based on Mean Sea Level. Since the NGVD29 datum is currently used at McNabney Marsh,
and was the datum used in the Peyton Slough Remediation Project, we will continue its use in this
report, investigations, and planning moving forward.
According to the topographic map, most of the marsh bottom is near Mean Low Water. Figure 5 below
shows typical elevations within McNabney marsh along with Peyton Slough and McNabney Marsh water
level ranges. Water level monitoring was performed by Ducks Unlimited between October 1, 2015 and
November 13, 2015.
3.0 ft

Water Level Range
in Peyton Slough
(Average is dashed)

Elevation (ft, NGVD29)

2.0 ft

1.0 ft

Water Level Range in McNabney
(Average is dashed)

0.0 ft

Ground Elevation
Range in McNabney
(Average is dashed)

‐1.0 ft

‐2.0 ft

‐3.0 ft
Figure 5. Summary of elevations in McNabney Marsh and water levels in Peyton Slough and
McNabney Marsh.
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The bottom of the marsh is relatively flat, averaging around ‐0.9ft and most elevations falling between
elevation 0.0ft and ‐1.9ft. Typical brackish tidal marsh in the vicinity reside near elevation 3.0ft and it is
likely that historically McNabney Marsh was at or near this elevation. Therefore, the site has lost about
4.0ft of elevation in the past ~150 years. The historic ditches and channels that exist within the Marsh
have silted in considerably and very soft and low strength mud was encountered in these locations
during the Ducks Unlimited survey. Most of the marsh edges have gradual slopes from the uplands
down to the wetlands edge. These slopes are generally between 15:1 and 50:1 slopes.
Ducks Unlimited performed a survey of the southern edge of traveled way (ETW) of Waterfront Road
and found elevations as low as 1.4ft. This road is likely settling (and will continue to settle) due to its
underlying foundation material and high truck load, see further discussion in soils section. Plan and
profile view of Waterfront Road is shown (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Plan and Profile View of Waterfront Road
There are earthen islands within the marsh, with a typical top elevation of 1 to 3ft. Some of these islands
are spoil piles from past ditch cleaning activities and some are natural features. MVSD has also
constructed several floating nesting island platforms.
The Existing Conditions Map documents many of the features discussed in this report (Figure 7, attached
at the end of this report), and includes topographic relief. Survey points collected by DU to generate the
existing conditions map are included as a digital attachment to this report.
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Water Flow
According to water level monitoring provided by HDR2, MVSD, and EcoServices, and data collected by
Ducks Unlimited, water levels within McNabney Marsh are relatively stable at around elevation 0.8ft.
Most water levels were found to be in between 0.7ft and 1.0 ft with typical daily variation of around 0.4
ft. As a comparison, water levels in Peyton Slough vary from ‐1.7 ft to 2.5 ft daily, a range of 4.2 ft.
Water surface elevations in Peyton Slough (immediately on the north side of the tide gate structure) and
southern McNabney marsh (near the viewing platform) are shown on Figure 8. Water level monitoring
was performed by Ducks Unlimited between October 1, 2015 and November 13, 2015.
4
3

Elevation (ft, NGVD29)

2
1

North Side Tide
Gate Structure

0

South
McNabney
Marsh

‐1
‐2

11/3/2015 0:00

11/2/2015 0:00

11/1/2015 0:00

10/31/2015 0:00

10/30/2015 0:00

10/29/2015 0:00

10/28/2015 0:00

10/27/2015 0:00

10/26/2015 0:00

10/25/2015 0:00

10/24/2015 0:00

‐3

Figure 8. Tidal fluctuation in Peyton Slough and South McNabney Marsh in feet, NGVD29 (DU, 2015)
Water enters the site from several sources as shown on the Existing Conditions Map (Figure 7).
Freshwater inflows to the project site include the MVSD discharge, a drainage inlet on Waterbird Way, a
storm drain from the Vine Hill neighborhood, a 5‐culvert array under Highway 680, and runoff from
adjacent properties. Brackish water enters the site through the Union Pacific Rail Road (UPRR) culvert,
which is supplied by the tide gate structure. The offramp culvert conveys water in between McNabney
and the Caltrans marsh and does not have any other connection to tidal water. Stormwater from the

2

HDR performed water level monitoring as part of their Alternatives Analysis – Draft Final, September 15, 2014.
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Caltrans marsh flows through the offramp culvert into McNabney during storm events. This information
is summarized (Table 1).
Table 1. Summary of inflows to the project site.
Source
Estimated Flow Range (cfs)
MVSD Discharge
2 cfs in
RR Box Culvert
Up to 100 cfs in and out
680 Offramp Culvert
Unknown flow in and out
Drainage Inlet on Waterbird Road
Unknown flow in
Storm Drain from Vine Hill Neighborhood
Unknown flow in
5 Culvert Array Under 680
Unknown flow in
Runoff from Adjacent Properties

Unknown flow in

Description
Freshwater
Brackish water
Brackish water
Freshwater
Freshwater
Freshwater runoff from
MVSD and Shell Refinery
Freshwater

Water levels in McNabney are primarily controlled by the tide gate structure, which consists of five
independently operated water control gates. Each gate covers a 4.5’ tall x 6’wide opening. Two of the
gates have self regulating tide gates on the outboard (north) side, 2 of the openings have automated
sluice gates, and the 1 remaining gate is a flap gate with an automated hoist on the outboard (north)
side.
Water levels in McNabney marsh are subject to the management of the tide gate structure by
Ecoservices. Ecoservices is entering their 10th year of management of the Peyton Slough Mitigation
Project. In order to irrigate their pickleweed in The South Spread Area without flooding Waterfront
Road, the undersized RR Culvert is utilized to their advantage. By opening three of the five gates at a
high tide, a surge of water enters the South Spread Area. When this surge hits the RR Culvert, it slows
and backs up on the north side of the RR tracks. This causes overtopping of South Peyton Slough banks
and inundates the marsh plain in The South Spread Area. Before water levels in McNabney Marsh rise
significantly, the gates are closed. Ecoservices calls this process “popping” the gates and it is done
several times a month to ensure that The South Spread Area meets its vegetation and habitat goals.
While there is a full tidal range in the Carquinez Strait, McNabney experiences less than 10% of this tidal
range. This is due to several constraints on the system, which include the size and length of Peyton
Slough, the configuration and operation of the tide gate structure, the railroad culvert, West and East
culverts, the low‐lying elevation of Waterfront Road, and to a lesser degree the Waterfront Road bridge.
These constraints and their effects are summarized (Table 2).
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Table 2. Constraints to water level management in McNabney Marsh
Description
Constraint
North Peyton Slough

Tide Gate Structure

South Peyton Slough

RR Culvert

Waterfront Road Bridge

Culverts from Petyon Slough
to West and East Branch of
McNabney
Low Areas in Waterfront Road
1

This slough has a top width of 40’,
is nearly 3,000 feet long. See
further discussion below.
While this structure has quite a
large capacity, its open area is
significantly less than what is
typical for the drainage area that
it serves.1
This slough has a top width of 25’,
is 2,500 feet long.2
10 ft wide with a bottom
elevation of 0 to 1 ft. A
bottleneck to flows between the
north and south sides of the
railroad. (MMMAC, 1999)
45’ wide bridge. While not a
significant impediment to flow,
some headloss is experienced due
to this bridge and its support
piles.
While these culverts were sized
with modeling, they do create
headloss which exacerbates
muting.
These prevent higher water levels
in McNabney Marsh and larger
tidal fluctuation.

Design Guidelines for Tidal Wetland Restoration in San Francisco Bay” (PWA, 2004) provides Hydraulic Geometry Relationships for historical marshes in

San Francisco Bay. According to these relationships, a tidal slough providing a full tidal prism to 196 acres of tidal marsh should have a cross sectional area
of approximately 750 square feet (sf) at MHHW. The tide gate structure provides a maximum of 135 sf open area which is roughly 1/5 of the typical area.
2

South Peyton Slough was constructed with a top width of 25', but has been widening and scouring since construction. Current data suggests

the top width varies from 29.6ft to 41.5ft (Katherine Dundee, AECOM, pers. comm)

While this report does not quantify the head loss due to each of the above constraints, the cumulative
effects are apparent:
1) The site cannot drain effectively
2) The site cannot fill completely without causing flooding of Waterfront Road.
Additional investigation and possibly modeling will be necessary to determine the cause and the
solution to the inadequate draining of the site. Figure 9 summarizes cross sections of some of the
constrictions discussed above.
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Figure 9. Typical cross sections of
constrictions between the Tide Gate
structure and McNabney Marsh.

  
 
Immediately upstream (south) of the Railroad Culvert is the Waterfront Road bridge. Construction
details of this bridge are unknown, but it is 45’ wide with two rows of piles evenly spaced across its
span. Each row of piles consists of 5 x 18” concrete piles. Figure 10 is a picture of the underside of the
Waterfront Road bridge:

Figure 10. Waterfront Road Bridge
Upstream (south) of the Waterfront Road bridge are the water control gates that divert water to the
West and East branches of McNabney. There are two 48” culverts connecting Peyton Slough to the East
Branch of McNabney Marsh with combination gates on the Peyton Slough side. These culverts have a
flowline elevation of close to ‐3.7’. There is one 48” culvert connecting Peyton Slough to the West
Branch of McNabney Marsh with a combination gate on the Peyton Slough side. This culvert has a
flowline elevation of close to ‐3.7’ as well. Figure 11 is a picture of the East Branch culverts, taken
looking East:

Figure 11. McNabney Marsh east branch water control structure
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Figure 12 is a picture of West Branch culvert, taken looking West:

Figure 12. McNabney Marsh west branch water control structure
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Water Quality
Mt. View Sanitary District’s treated effluent flows into a series of marshes, rather than a deep‐water
outfall. Treated effluent flows directly from MVSD’s plant into 21‐acre Moorhen Marsh, which resides
on the southwest side of the Highway, where it benefits numerous species of wildlife. From Moorhen
Marsh, water flows north under the Highway to McNabney Marsh. MVSD performs monthly monitoring
of McNabney Marsh in 5 different locations. Monitoring locations are indicated on Figure 13 below:
C‐3
McNab‐A

McNab‐B

C‐2

McNab‐C

Figure 13. McNabney Marsh monthly water quality monitoring locations
The following table summarizes the water quality results for each monitoring location taken monthly
from January 2008 to June 2015:
Table 3. McNabney Marsh monthly water quality monitoring summary

Station
McNab‐A
McNab‐B
McNab‐C
C‐2
C‐3
Average
Max (Station)
Min (Station)

Average
Temp
(°C)
14.75
14.75
14.41
15.18
14.95
14.81
22.50(C)
2.10(C)

Average
pH
7.42
7.88
8.02
7.87
7.71
7.78
9.44(C)
6.55(C)

Average
DO
(mg/l)
6.32
7.31
7.09
6.99
7.37
7.02
16.88(C)
2.09(A)

Average
Salinity
(ppt)
7.70
8.80
8.83
2.00
7.11
6.89
19.46(C)
0.12(C3)

14

Average
Turbidity
(NTU)
13.88
19.32
25.79
17.01
20.01
19.20
80.00(C)
1.70(A)

Average
Total
Ammonia
(mg/l)
0.34
0.37
0.82
0.23
0.38
0.43
13.00(C3)
0.00(C3)

Average Total
Phosphorus
(mg/l)
0.65
0.74
1.30
1.76
0.78
1.05
3.90(C)
0.10(A,C,C2,C3)

Average
TKN (mg/l)
2.58
4.01
7.23
1.90
2.28
3.60
32.00(C)
0.10(C2,C3)

  
 
Temperature
Water temperature varies seasonally throughout the year, highest in June through September and
lowest in December and January. The minimum temperature recorded in the marsh was 2.1°C while the
maximum was 22.5°C. Both the minimum and the maximum temperatures were recorded at McNab‐C.
This is likely due to the shallow water and poor circulation at this location.
pH
The pH in the marsh was 7.78, which is typical for brackish and saltwater marshes. There is some
fluctuation in pH, with a maximum of 9.44 and a minimum of 6.55. Once again, both the minimum and
maximum pH readings were recorded at McNab‐C.
Dissolved Oxygen (DO)
The average DO in the marsh was 7.02 milligrams per liter (mg/l), and fluctuates considerably with a
maximum of 16.88 mg/l and a minimum of 2.09 mg/l. This range is typical for brackish and saltwater
marshes. DO can fluctuate dramatically throughout the day being highest during the day and lowest at
night, which would not be shown with monthly monitoring. While Table 3 does not include continuous
data, MVSD does collect continuous data throughout the year. A snapshot of some of this data taken at
McNab‐C is shown below from a three‐day period in August 2012 as Figure 14. The daily DO fluctuation
is shown clearly, with peaks during the day well above 15 mg/l and crashes at night down to 0 mg/l.
Continuous temperature and pH readings are shown as well, which also fluctuate daily.
30
25
20
15
Temperature (Deg C)
pH

10

DO (mg/l)
5

8/21/12 12:00

8/21/12 0:00

8/20/12 12:00

8/20/12 0:00

8/19/12 12:00

8/19/12 0:00

8/18/12 12:00

8/18/12 0:00

0

Figure 14. Continuous monitoring results of Temperature, pH, and DO from McNab‐C.
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Turbidity
The average turbidity in the marsh was 19.20 Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU), which is typical for
brackish and saltwater marshes. Turbidity ranges widely in tidal systems as water depth, wind‐ wave
propagation, and flow velocity varies. Turbidity in the marsh varied from 1.7 NTU to 80 NTU, with the
highest reading measured at McNab‐C, likely due to shallow water and a large fetch.
Phosphorus
The average total Phosphorus in the marsh was 1.05 mg/l with a range of 0.1 to 3.9mg/l. The maximum
phosphorus reading was at station McNab‐C. Phosphorus fluctuates seasonally within the marsh and
concentrations within McNabney Marsh are typical of the San Francisco Bay estuary.
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen
The average Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) in the marsh was 3.60 mg/l and ranged from 0.1 to 32.0 mg/l
with the peak measured at McNab‐C. Most of these peaks were in August and September and appear to
be driven by the Total Organic Nitrogen portion of TKN. It is unknown if these values are typical for other
tidal marshes in the region.
Upon further investigation of McNab‐C, there are occurrences in the data where high temperatures,
high organic nitrogen, and low dissolved oxygen coincide. These occurrences are typically in the late
summer and early fall, which is when algae problems are commonly experienced in southeastern
portion of the marsh. Figure 15 below shows a snapshot during the summer and fall of 2014:
25

20

McN‐C Temperature
(°C)
McN‐C Dissolved
oxygen (mg/l)
McN‐C Total organic
nitrogen (mg/l)

15

10

5

0
Apr‐14

Jun‐14

Jul‐14

Sep‐14

Nov‐14

Dec‐14

Figure 15. Snapshot of water quality constituents from the summer and fall of 2014 at McNab‐C
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While this analysis is limited by the frequency of TKN readings, this analysis may provide some insight
into what may be contributing to the algae issues in McNabney Marsh. Additional discussion is included
in the Algae section of this report.
Salinity
The average salinity in the marsh was 6.89 parts per thousand (ppt), which is well above the 2ppt
threshold considered to be the boundary between fresh and brackish water. Monitoring point C‐2
averaged a salinity of 2ppt, which indicates this point in the marsh is fresh water. This makes sense as
this point is immediately downstream of the MVSD discharge.
Salinities in Carquinez Strait at the Benicia Bridge are shown for comparison in Figure 16 below. The
salinity in the Carquinez Strait varies widely throughout the year and interannually and is highly
dependent on Delta outflow. During high outflow events in the Strait, salinity can be close to 0 ppt. Late
in the fall, salinities can be as high as 25 ppt. The red line in Figure 16 indicates average salinity in the
Carquinez straight (PSU, which is equivalent to ppt.) Carquinez Strait is brackish at its intersection with
Peyton Slough, averaging around 11 PSU over the course of the study from 1969 to present (USGS,
2015)
30.00

25.00

15.00

10.00

5.00

9/22/2017

4/1/2012

10/10/2006

4/19/2001

10/28/1995

5/7/1990

11/14/1984

5/25/1979

12/2/1973

0.00
6/11/1968

Salinity (PSU)

20.00

Figure 16. Carquinez Strait salinities measured at the Benicia Bridge from 1969 to present
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Algae
Algae are part of the biological community flourishing within McNabney Marsh and Moorhen Marsh.
Algal growth in these marshes has been beneficial since it helps cycle nutrients, oxygenates the water
through photosynthesis, and feeds the food web as a source of primary productivity (Allan, 1996 in
Mioni et al. 2014). However, algae growth can accelerate in eutrophic conditions, and under high
temperatures, and noxious cyanobacteria blooms are favored by high residence time, high temperature,
and low specific conductance (compiled literature in Mioni et al, 2014). Mioni et al. (2014) were unable
to find any documented cases of algal blooms in the marsh prior to 2012. MVSD reports that algal
blooms have been both more common and larger since reintroducing tidal action to McNabney Marsh.
An unprecedented, large, scum‐forming bloom occurred in Summer 2012. Smaller blooms occurred in
Winter and Spring 2013 (Mioni et al., 2014). MVSD staff and some neighbors noticed a foul odor
emanating from the marsh and likely resulting from the decomposing material from the big 2012 bloom
that was never flushed out (Davidson Chou, 2015). Preliminary investigation suggested the 2012 bloom
was a mixed species assemblage that was dominated by filamentous Oscillatoriales, but potentially also
included Microcystis sp., Anabaena sp., Nodularia sp., and other potentially harmful cyanobacterial
strains (Mioni et al., 2014). Cyanotoxins such as microcystins are associated with a wide array of acute,
chronic, and fatal illnesses in animals and people, and could threaten indigenous wildlife (Mioni et al.,
2014). The exceptionally dense bloom observed in McNabney Marsh both Summer 2012 and Winter
2013 coincided with an increase of the water exchange between the McNabney Marsh and Suisun Bay
as the tide gate was opened more frequently and over a longer period of time as compared to previous
year’s operations since 2009 (Mioni et. al., 2014.) Samples collected in 2014 in McNabney Marsh were
dominated by diatoms and cyanobacteria (Mioni et al., 2014). MVSD received odor complaints in
summer/fall 204 and 2015 from residents of the Vine Hill Community. To address odor concerns, MVSD
hired Clean Lakes to harvest and remove the decomposing material. It was unclear how effective these
efforts were at reducing odors (Davidson Chou, 2015). Perhaps not coincidentally, Microcystis blooms
have been numerous and problematic, and have been reported in many locations in the Delta and
brackish reaches of the estuary based on a survey of posters at the 2015 State of the Estuary Conference
(personal observation).
In 2014, MVSD worked with University of California Santa Cruz researchers to identify the drivers of
individual phytophlankton species growth and toxicity, with a focus on cyanobacteria. Monitoring
included basic water quality parameters and cyanobacterial and algal taxa identification and
enumeration. No mat‐forming algae were observed during the study period, and potentially harmful
cyanobacteria were a small fraction of the total algae assemblage. Mioni et al., (2014) recommended
the following: water quality monitoring and phytoplankton monitoring to assess interannual variability
and efficacy of control measures, characterization of water transport and residence time to prevent or
reduce accumulation of noxious algae and cyanobacteria, improved understanding of hydrology and
circulation in the marsh, and increased flushing to decrease residence time. Understanding the role of
nitrogen in bloom formation, determining ways to reduce residence time, and increase circulation are all
critical for long term reduction in bloom formation.
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Soils
A preliminary soils investigation was performed by collecting data from the National Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS) Web Soil Survey, the Soil Survey of Contra Costa County (USDA, 1977) and
the United States Geologic Survey (USGS) for the project site and vicinity. The results of this query are
included as Appendix B to this Assessment. The NRCS classifies McNabney Marsh soils as primarily
“Omni silty clay”, a soil type typical for brackish tidal marsh in the region. The Omni series consists of
poorly drained soils on the lower flood plains of local area creeks. These soils formed in alluvium from
sedimentary rock. Permeability is slow, water runoff is medium, and ponding is occasional. These soils
are listed as hydric on the U.S. national hydric soils list (USDA 2012).
The USGS classifies the soil as estuarine sand, mud, and peat from the Holocene (<11,800 years ago)
which is also typical for other marshes in the region. These deposits have moderate liquefaction
susceptibility. The entire site is underlain with young bay mud of an unknown depth. Young bay mud is
subject to consolidation over long time periods when a load (such as Waterfront Road) is placed on it.
The deeper the thickness of bay mud, the more consolidation can be expected.
Soil samples were not collected, but observations were made in the field by Ducks Unlimited. Historic
ditches had silted in significantly with low strength material with little to no bearing capacity. This is
indicative of minimal water flow and likely is a result of the minimal tidal exchange within the marsh. If
water exchange were increased in McNabney, this material would likely scour readily.
Along the edge of the marsh, in small protected coves, more pockets of low strength material were
encountered. When a person walked on this material, they would sink nearly 3 feet. The material also
had a distinct organic odor. Material of this nature is atypical along shorelines of other marshes in the
region and may have been a result of past algae problems in McNabney. It also may be a result of the
poor water exchange within the marsh which causes slow velocities and encourages small , loosely
consolidated particles to fall out of solution.
WRA, Inc. (2015) found that small portions of the Study Area adjacent to Waterfront Road and Interstate
680 have been impacted by the placement of non‐native fill material. This was likely related to the
construction of Waterfront Road, Waterbird Way, the railroad, and the petroleum pipelines in this
vicinity.
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Biological Resources
On July 28, 2015 WRA, Inc. (WRA) performed an assessment of biological resources within the 135‐acre
study area. The sections that follow describe the results of their site visit, which assessed the Study
Area for the (1) potential to support special‐status species; and (2) presence of other sensitive biological
resources protected by local, state, and federal laws and regulations. If special‐status species were
observed during the site visit, they were recorded. A second site visit was conducted on October 23,
2015 to determine whether Santa Cruz tar plant was present on the surrounding hill slope to the east.
Specific findings on the habitat suitability or presence of special‐status species or sensitive habitats may
require that focused or protocol‐level surveys be conducted, as absence during the site visit does not
necessarily mean the species does not occur on site.
A summary of their findings is included here. The full Biological Resources Assessment is attached
(Appendix C). Table 4 summarizes the biological communities observed in the Study Area. Non‐sensitive
biological communities in the Study Area include developed areas and non‐native grassland. Sensitive
biological communities in the Study Area include open water/mudflat, coastal brackish marsh, and alkali
meadow. Descriptions for each biological community are contained in the following sections. Biological
communities within the Study Area are illustrated in Figure 17. A more thorough description of each
community type is included in the assessment (WRA, 2015).
Table 4. Biological Communities within the Study Area

WRA estimates that collectively between open water habitat, coastal brackish marsh, and alkali
meadow, a total of approximately 121 acres is comprised of wetlands and waters subject to Section 404
and 401 jurisdiction under the federal Clean Water Act, and also under Section 10 of the Rivers and
Harbors Act. The Open Water/Mudflat portion of the site was dominated by open water. Extent of
mudflat is somewhat dependant on tide gate operations, and reflects the unvegetated, lower intertidal
portion of the site between open water habitat and vegetated marsh. The coastal brackish marsh
includes several vegetation alliances (Sawyer et al., 2009) including: American bulrush (Schoenoplectus
americanus) marsh; cattail (Typha spp.) marsh; common reed (Phragmites australis) marsh; and
pickleweed (Salicornia pacifica) marsh. Of these alliances, cattail and common reed marsh are the most
abundant, followed by American bulrush. The pickleweed alliance is the least common in the study area
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and occurs most often in relatively narrow bands around the edge of the open water/mudflat
community. Alkali meadow in the study area was typically found between the coastal brackish marsh
community and the upland, non‐native grassland community and includes several vegetation alliances
dominated by saltgrass, alkali heath, and fat‐hen and brass buttons, respectively. The remainder of the
study area is dominated by ruderal, weedy grasslands, with patches of non‐native forbs like perennial
pepperweed and yellow star thistle, or is developed.
Special Status Plant Species
Based on a review of pertinent databases and resources, WRA (2015) identified 87 special‐status plant
species that have been documented in the study area. Of these, six were considered to have moderate
or high potential to occur in the study area: Congdon’s tarplant (Centromadia parryi ssp. congdonii),
pappose tarplant (Centromadia parryi ssp. parryi), soft bird’s beak (Chloropyron molle spp. molle),
Bolander’s water‐hemlock (Cicuta maculata var. bolanderi), Delta tule pea (Lathyrus jepsonii var.
jepsonii), and Suisun marsh aster (Symphyotrichum lentum). Of these, Congon’s tarplant was recently
documented onsite and is assumed present. Delta tule pea was documented most recently in 2002, and
so is considered as having high potential to occur. Though Suisun marsh aster has not been documented
onsite, it has been documented within one mile and is considered as having high potential to occur. The
remaining three species are considered to have moderate potential to occur due to presence of suitable
habitat and nearby documented occurrences. The remaining species are considered unlikely to occur, or
do not have the potential to occur within the study area.
WRA (2015) recommends focused rare plant surveys during the blooming period for Congdons tar plant,
Bolander’s hemlock, soft bird’s‐beak, Delta tule pea, and Suisun Marsh aster in order to determine
presence or absence, and abundance if present. A single July survey would encompass the blooming
periods for all of these species.
Special Status Animal Species
WRA (2015) found documented accounts of 60 special status wildlife‐species in the vicinity of the study
area. An additional 10 species or groups of species have moderate to high potential to occur onsite
based on the presence of suitable habitat. These include salt marsh harvest mouse (Reithrodontomys
raviventris; Federal Endangered, State Endangered, CDFW Fully Protected); California Ridgway’s
(Clapper) rail (Rallus obsoletus obsoletus; Federal Endangered, State Endangered, CDFW Fully
Protected); California black rail (Laterallus jamaicensis coturniculus; State Threatened, CDFW Fully
Protected, USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern); Northern harrier (Circus cyaneus; CDFW Species of
Special Concern; Short‐eared owl (Asio flammeus; CDFW Species of Special Concern); Burrowing owl
(Athene cunicularia; CDFW Species of Special Concern; USFWS Bird of Conservation Concern); Suisun
song sparrow (Melospiza melodia maxillaris; CDFW Species of Special Concern, USFWS Bird of
Conservation Concern; tricolored blackbird (Agelaius tricolor; CDFW Species of Special Concern, USFWS
Bird of Conservation Concern); Western pond turtle (Actinemys marmorata; CDFW Species of Special
Concern), San Francisco common yellowthroat (Geothlypis trichas sinuosa; CDFW Species of Special
Concern) and a number of sensitive fish species. Fish species with the potential to occur in McNabney
Marsh include green sturgeon (Acipenser medirostris), Delta smelt (Hypomesus transpacificus),
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Sacramento perch (Archoplites interruptus), Sacramento splittail (Pogonichthys macrolepidotus),
steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss), and Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha).
Two special‐status wildlife species have been observed in the Study Area during WRA’s past site
assessments: Suisun song sparrow and white‐tailed kite. Suisun song sparrow have also been observed
nesting (The Wildlife Project (hereinafter TWP, 2011; 2012). Western pond turtle (Davidson Chou,
personal communication) and San Francisco common yellowthroat have been documented on site, with
nesting also observed for San Francisco common yellowthroat (TWP, 2012). Black rail were visually
observed in 2013 (Chou, personal communication), and were detected during rail surveys conducted in
2014 (Edelstein, 2014), but were not detected during 2015 rail surveys (Edelstein, 2015). Presence of
salt marsh harvest mouse (SMHM) in McNabney was documented in the late 1980s and the early 1990s
by Howard Shellhammer and Ron Duke after the Shell Oil spill in 1988 (Davidson Chou, personal
communication.) Investigators from CDFW confirmed presence of SMHM in August of 2016 with 13
SMHM trapped over 3 days and 312 trap nights with a capture efficiency of 4.16% (.. The combination of
habitats and quality of habitats found onsite are considered to have moderate potential to support
northern harrier nesting and/or foraging, short‐eared owl nesting and/or foraging, tricolored blackbird
breeding and non‐breeding habitat. Burrowing owl is not known to nest in the vicinity of the study area,
but is considered to have moderate potential to winter within ground squirrel burrows observed onsite.
WRA considered Ridgway’s rail unlikely to occur because habitat is considered less than optimal for the
species, and they were not detected during targeted rail surveys (Edelstein, 2014; 2015), but were
reportedly heard calling in 2013 (TWP, 2013). The special status fish species described above all occur in
Suisun Bay during some part of their life cycle. Though sensitive fish species are not expected to occur in
the majority of the Study Area, the sloughs adjacent to the site have hydrologic connectivity to Suisun
Bay. In addition, Sacramento perch were stocked in McNabney Marsh in 2004 to provide mosquito
control, and may persist in the marsh (Malamud‐Roam, 2004).
In addition to the protected species described above, MVSD has observed that use and nesting success
among certain suites of species has decreased since restoring tidal action in 2009, including waterfowl
use and nesting (TWP, 2011; 2012; 2013; 2014; 2015). MVSD has conducted breeding bird surveys in
McNabney Marsh during the 2002, 2003, 2004, and 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 breeding seasons, and
plans to continue annual surveys to aid management for nesting bird success. The 2011 surveys
indicated that of eight bird species typically nesting in McNabney Marsh, none fledged in 2011,
compared to over 140 per year during 2002 through 2004 (TWP, 2011). In comparison, 4 birds fledged in
2012 (TWP, 2012), 12 in 2013 (TWP, 2013), 20 in 2014 (TWP, 2014) and 17 in 2015 (TWP, 2015). The
nesting bird reports contain a number of management recommendations, of which MVSD has already
implemented a portion. MVSD has built nesting platforms in 2014 and 2015 to increase nesting
opportunities for both waterfowl and shorebirds, and nests are being monitored (TWP, 2015).
The presence, or potential presence, of protected species within the project site necessitates
incorporation of a number of protective measures to avoid impacts to these species. WRA’s (2015)
recommendations are detailed below. WRA (2015) recommends SMHM‐specific habitat mapping could
be conducted in potentially suitable portions of the study area in salt marsh, brackish marsh, or
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grassland communities that have vegetation at least 6 inches tall, greater than 50% vegetation cover,
and includes both horizontal and vertical cover. Management or restoration actions may require
consultation with US Fish and Wildlife Service to avoid impacts to SMHM. General measures should
include: preventing extreme flooding; maintaining or expanding existing marsh and grassland
vegetation; avoiding complete removal of potentially suitable vegetation areas; and, if necessary,
remove vegetation carefully, either using approved herbicides or using non‐mechanized tools. If hand‐
held mechanized tools are used, employment of a careful two‐cut method and the presence of a
biological monitor are recommended.
A summary of protective measures prepared by WRA (2015) for federal and state protected species is
included below as normal operations and maintenance does have the potential to impact species that
are known to be, or that could be present in McNabney Marsh.
To avoid potential impacts to California black rail and Ridgway’s rail, WRA (2015) recommends
conducting protocol‐level surveys during the early portion of the breeding season for these species
(January 15 – late March or mid‐April). This measure is particularly prudent since rails have been
observed in prior surveys (Chou, personal communication; Edelstein, 2014). Breeding season surveys
should be conducted during each survey period which precedes project work during that year and they
should be conducted in areas of potentially suitable habitat (generally in the northwestern portion of
the Study Area). Surveys would help to determine whether a) rails are present, b) rails are nesting within
or adjacent to the Study Area, and c) which areas, if any, to be avoided during project work. If surveys
yield negative results, project work may occur during the remainder of the breeding season (mid‐April ‐
August 31) and throughout the non‐breeding season (September 1 – January 14). As a precautionary
measure, WRA recommends avoiding above‐ambient noise and visual disturbance in the northwestern
portion of the Study Area to avoid impacts to California Ridgway’s rail and consultation with USFWS.
California black rail is a CDFW fully protected species, therefore impacts to this species and its habitat,
particularly during the rail nesting season (January 15 – August 31), should be avoided entirely.
Nesting birds have been documented in prior years, and are almost certainly present on site during
some part of the year. Habitat exists for both sensitive and common species. If feasible, WRA (2015)
recommends conducting any future work during the non‐breeding season (September 1‐January 31). If
not feasible, WRA recommends preconstruction surveys be conducted by a qualified biologist within 14
days of work activities which could destroy eggs or young or cause nest abandonment. If active nests are
observed during surveys, WRA recommends a suitable no‐work buffer be established until the biologist
determines the young have fledged or the nest has failed. Take‐avoidance surveys should be performed
prior to any ground disturbance in uplands near ground squirrel burrows to avoid take of wintering
burrowing owls.
MVSD has been collecting data on western pond turtle in McNabney Marsh. WRA (2015) recommends
visual surveys of open water areas be used to inform avoidance measures for western pond turtle. If
small size classes are observed, this could indicate breeding onsite, but if juveniles are not observed,
additional surveys could be recommended to determine whether this species is using uplands for
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nesting. Pertinent data from MVSD would be reviewed to determine which steps are necessary. To avoid
future project‐related impacts to WPT, WRA recommends: avoiding earth work in uplands or dredging in
aquatic habitat; removing basking structures, such as floating debris, low‐incline ramp structures, and
vegetation platforms; avoiding impacts to water quality, such as via sedimentation or toxic substance
spills; and, presence of a biological monitor.
Measures to avoid impacts to special status fish species may include: avoiding in‐water work as much as
feasible; where not feasible, adhering to seasonal work windows when each species is likely to be
absent from aquatic habitat within the Study Area; avoiding impacts to water quality, such as via
sedimentation or toxic substance spills; and, having a biological monitor present during in‐water work.
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Infrastructure & Utilities
McNabney Marsh is heavily industrialized and constrained by high cost infrastructure and utilities. Most
of this is shown on the Existing Conditions Map (Figure 7.) This section will describe the infrastructure
surrounding the marsh starting at the tunnel to the MVSD Plant and moving clockwise around the site.
To the southwest of the site is Interstate 680, which averages over 100,000 vehicle trips a day. Caltrans
owns the right of way for this highway which is typically demarcated with a fence line. Also along the
southwestern edge of the site is a sewer line and several manholes. These manholes extend almost
1,000 feet to the northwest of the MVSD tunnel.
Continuing to the northwest another 1,400 ft, there is a five‐culvert array underneath the Highway.
These culverts are 36” in diameter and have a flowline of 0.9 ft. These culverts provide stormwater relief
to the MVSD property during flood events and when the Shell reservoir is discharging. Figure 18 is a
picture of the culvert array:

Figure 18. Culvert array under Highway 680 (Peyton Slough overflow)
Another 750 feet to the northwest is a 20‐foot wide culvert with a bottom elevation near ‐4.0 feet. The
culvert on Peyton Slough conveys MVSD’s treated effluent from Moorhen Marsh (as well as stormwater
from other adjacent landowners) underneath the highway. Figure 19 is a picture of the Peyton Slough
crossing under Highway 680, where MVSD discharge first enters McNabney:

Figure 19. Peyton Slough Crossing under Highway 680.
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Further to the northwest, the Waterfront Road offramp begins and turns to the north to intersect
Waterfront Road at the traffic signal. Where the West Branch channel intersects the offramp, there may
be or may have been a culvert connecting McNabney to the Caltrans Marsh. However, no evidence of
this culvert was discovered during field investigations suggesting that it was removed or was too deep to
detect.
Near the offramp intersection there are several electrical utility boxes on the shoulder of the road
adjacent to the marsh. There is also a culvert that exchanges water between McNabney Marsh and the
Caltrans Marsh. This culvert is 10 feet wide and has a flowline elevation of ‐1.5 feet. Figure 20 is a
picture of the offramp culvert:

Figure 20. Eastern end of the Offramp culvert
Continuing East along Waterfront Road, there are petroleum pipelines on either side of the road. On the
South side of the road, the pipelines are buried (except where they cross Peyton Slough.) On the North
side, they are above ground along the centerline of the ditch between the road and railroad
embankment. Both pipeline alignments contain multiple petroleum pipelines. Figure 21 is a picture of
the South pipeline bridge over Peyton Slough:

Figure 21. Southern pipeline bridge over Peyton Slough
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Figure 22 is a picture of the North pipeline bridge over Peyton Slough:

Figure 22. Northern pipeline bridge over Peyton Slough
Also on the north side Waterfront Road are overhead power lines and the UPRR embankment, which is
25 feet wide on top at an elevation of 7.5 feet. There are two penetrations through this embankment,
one at Peyton Slough and one 1,000 feet to the West. The Peyton Slough is 10 feet wide and is discussed
in other sections of this report in detail. The Western bridge was connected to a historic slough which
has since been abandoned and cut off from flow. Figure 23 is a picture of the Western railroad bridge:

Figure 23. Western railroad bridge.
Figure 24 below is from the 1883 chart of Suisun Bay and it shows the Marsh soon after the railroad was
constructed. At that time, there were two forks of Peyton Slough and the western bridge was likely built
to cross the western fork of the slough:

Peyton
Slough Bridge

West RR
Bridge

Figure 24. Historic railroad bridges over Peyton Slough
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The edge of McNabney marsh parallels Waterfront Road until intersection with Waterbird Way. East of
this intersection, the Waterbird Way embankment becomes the northern edge of McNabney Marsh.
There is a small wetland bound by Waterfront Road and Waterbird Way that is connected to McNabney
Marsh by a culvert of unknown size, which is connected to two drainage inlets in Waterbird Road.
Continuing to the southeast, the edge of McNabney marsh is adjacent to EBPRD’s Waterbird Regional
Preserve. This edge of the marsh is undeveloped and provides a transition area to the adjacent uplands
which are grazed. There is a fence line 50 to 200 feet above the water’s edge. Figure 25 is a picture
taken looking southeast along the fence line:

Figure 25. Picture along the eastern edge of the marsh
The undeveloped edge of the marsh continues to the southeastern tip of the marsh where the Vine Hill
community abuts the marsh. At this location (near the Arthur Road Security Gate), two 18 inch and one
36 inch culverts discharge stormwater from the community stormwater system. Figure 26 are pictures
of these three culverts, they are both silted in.

Figure 26. Vine Hill stormwater culverts
Water flows from these culverts into a ditch that travels 725 feet to the northwest where it discharges
into the marsh. The access road into MVSD parallels this ditch as does an underground sanitary sewer
line and several buried petroleum pipelines. The sanitary sewer pipeline continues past the MVSD
tunnel, the road and the petroleum pipelines cross underneath the Highway at the tunnel.
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Public Access
There are limited existing public access opportunities at McNabney Marsh. Figure 27 below shows these
locations:

EBPARKS
STAGING AREA
VIEWING
PLATFORM
AND SIGNAGE
TRAILS

Figure 27. Public access summary map
There is a 50‐foot‐long observation platform and interpretive signage near the MVSD tunnel that
provides a nice view of the marsh against the grassy hillside of the Waterbird Regional Preserve.
However, this platform is difficult for the public to access and its only access point is MVSD’s private
road. Figure 28 is a picture of the MVSD observation platform.

Figure 28. MVSD observation platform
The Waterbird Regional Preserve staging area has good access off Waterbird Way, ample parking,
restrooms, interpretive signage, a covered picnic area, and a loop trail. There are sweeping views of the
marsh, Mt. Diablo, and the surrounding refineries from the Preserve. However, it lacks waterfront trail
access even though it is adjacent to the marsh. Figure 28 is a picture taken from the staging area:
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Figure 29. View from the Waterbird staging area
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Summary
This report documents existing conditions and highlights multiple physical, infrastructure, and species
constraints that influence or limit existing management capability within McNabney Marsh. Under
existing conditions, there is very little elevation range within which to change operation of the tide gate
without flooding Waterfront Road. MVSD currently has plans to replace the Union Pacific Rail Road
Bridge. The tide gate structure is currently operated by Ecoservices, but operational ownership,
frequency and/or duration could change once they have met their regulatory mitigation obligation,
anticipated next year. Within this highly constrained system, a number of species inhabit the marsh and
surrounding uplands. The marsh borders the Vine Hill community, and could be viewed as an asset to
the community. Additional evaluation is needed to assess where changes to key constraints can be
made to reduce the management burden for MVSD and to yield improved habitat quality and quantity
to benefit species utilizing the marsh.
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